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Abstract 

RF system for the first ring of the IJNK includes 8 power 
amplifier channels with 850 kW CW power at 200 MHz. 
‘[‘he output of the power amplifier consists of four powerful 
cascades combined with hybrids. The common grid cas- 
cades use a specially developed tetrode with the available 
output- power of 250 kW. All rectifiers are stabilized and 
the t,ut)t: filaments are fed with direct current. The high- 
voltage anoS:le rectifier is common for all amplifier units 
and has a reserve one. The system is computerized. Re- 
pair and maintenance work is possible on a channel with 
other power amplifiers working. Ry now all the main parts 
of the RF syst,pm are manufactured. Three power ampli- 
fier units for comprehensive tests are also manufactured. 
The produci;ion of the complete amount of amplifier units 
will be over in t,hc first half of 1!)9X 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The accelerating syst,em of the first ring of the [INK con- 
t,alns 8 accelerating RF units [l]. Each unit produces an 
accrlrrat,ing voltage of I MV in the fixed-target. operating 
motlr and ahout 2 MV in the collider one. With a high 
beam load and the reflection from cavities, due to the ab- 
sence of del,uning during the acceleration cycle, the RF 
power required for each acelerating unit is about 800 k\V 
at, it frl.~ju~~llcy of 200 MIlz. 
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The required power variation during the acceleration cy- 
cle is from 10 to 100%. The UNK beam contains 12 trains 
of bunches each lasting about 5 ps at an interval of 0.6 ps. 
The maximum RF power tranferred to the beam reaches 
480 kW per unit. The f 1 MHz bandwidth at the 3 dB 
level of the RF power amplifier ensures the required fast, 
response of the programmable feedback for compensation 
of such a beam load. 

Long stacking and acceleration times, 72 s and 20 s, re- 
spectively, impose st,ringent requirements on the spurious 
rnodulation of the accelerating RF voltage especially at 
the frequencies of power line harmonics, e.g. It 0.1%) in 
amplitude at 200 Hz and 0.02.5” in phase at, 100 Hz. 

2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Each RF channel (see fig.1) includes a 200 W transistor 
amplifier, a 5 kW cascade with TV tetrode GU-92B, a 
80 kW driver, a hybrid power divider system, 4 parallel 
final cascades and a power combiner system, providing an 
output power of 850 kW, The driver and final cascades 
are identical coaxial-circuit amplifier units with a power 
tetrodr GU-1OlA. 

The transistor amplifier has additional low-frequency irl- 
put for the signals controlling the amplitudes and phases, 
required for stabilization and control of tht, accelerating 
RF voltage. 

350kW 

Figure: 1: (:onfiguration of the RF channc>l: 1 - transistor amplifier, 2 - ferrite circulator, 3 - amplifier with 
t&rode GU-Y2H, 4 - amplifier with tdrodr GIJ-IOlA? 5 - hybrid divider system, 6 - coaxial hybrid combiner, 
7 waveguide hybrid combiner 
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To raise the reliability of the cascade with t&rode 
GU-92B and of the driver with t&ode GIJ-lOlA, they give 
about half of the out,put power nominal for these tubes. 
The hybrid divider system contains three coaxial servo- 
controlled phase shifters allowing one to phas_e the final 
cascades in order to attain the maximum efficiency of the 
hybrid combiner system. 

Each of the four final cascades at. t,hc 20 kW excitation 
level gives about 220 kW of the output power. The hybrid 
combiners of the power of two tubes are coaxial and that 
at the channel out,put is a wavt,gui&= short-slot one. 

High-voltage power supplies of tetrodes GIJ-101A have 
a common anode thyristor rectifier, rated for 1000 A at’ 
12 kV DC, and a. common screen grid one rated for 1000 A 
at 1 kL’ DC. To raise the reliability of the RF system these 
power supplies have 100% reserve. Thr anodes and screen 
grids of tetrodes GC-1OlA of each of the, 8 channels are fed 
from these rectifiers through their own IL-filters. Each 
channel is equipped with a thyratron crowbar to divert 
the energy in the event of a tube arc. Individual regulated 
control grid biw, supplies are usc~~ for each tube. 

After repair work the tubes arc conditioned and blocks 
tr:strd at a special conditioning stand which is a shortened 
RF channel havl.ng only two final cascades with their own 
power supplies. There is the possibility to connect them 
t,o the anode and screen grids of tetrodes GU-101,~ of any 
faultmy RF channel to tc?st, and tune it aft,er the repair work 

3 POWERFUL CASCADE 

The cascade uses a water-cooled metal-ceramic tetrode 
GII-1OlA designed at the “S vc ana” Corporation (Saint tl 
Petersburg) especially for this system 

The tctrode has the foolowing paramet.c:rs: 

maximum output C:W power at 200 MIIz 250 kW 
maximum operating frequency 250 MHz 
gain, not less than 15 
adrnissit~le anode powc’r tlissipatic~n 250 kW 
maximum tliam&cr 270 mm 
length 580 mm 
weight 50 kg 

The cascade is built following the scheme of common 
control grid and a screen grid physically grounded. The 
cathod input coaxial circuit has an electric length of X/4 
and the anode one has 3X/4. 

The anode decoupling cylindrical mica capacit.or is 
placed in scbries in the inner conductor in the current node. 
The coupling w!lth the load is conduct,ivc. l’hc a110?1c cir- 
cuit is connectesd with 50 R, 160 x 70 mm coaxial feeder 
through a 20 R, X/4 strip line transformer. The coupling is 
varied by a parallel short-circuit stub, whose length is less 
than X/4, connected to the output of the X/4 transformer. 
The length of the screen grid - control grid circuit is much 
less than X/4. The absorbing ferrites are placed int#o the 
volume of this circuit. 

The cascade is placed into a 0.8 x 1.1 x 2.2 m screening 
cabinet. The anode is water-cooled and the flanges of the 
cathode and grids as well as the circuits are air-cooled. 

To reduce the level of spurious amplitude and phase 
modulation the tetrode filament is fed with DC current. 
To prevent the 460 MBz intertube spurious generat.ion, 
developing in the open tube and in the absence of thr: op- 
ctrating RF voltage on its control grid, the tube operates 
in class C. 

The cascade tested at 200 MHz oprrated for the tcrm- 
nating load and also for the accelerating unit, fed through 
a waveguide feeder about 15 m long and showed a stable 
operat,ion. The par;tm&rs of the two modes of t&s for 
t.hr terminating load are presented helow. 

;~llotl~t voltagt~ 

anode current, 
cathode current 
screen grid voltage 
control grid volt,age 
control grid current 
RF output power 
R.F drive power 
anode efficiency 

10.7 kV 
36 A 
37 A 
0.87 kV 
-310 v 
0.7 A 
250 kW 
16.7 kW 
0.6 

12.1 k\’ 
35.q ‘4 T L 
37 A 
0.87 kV 
-370 v 
0.85 A 
250 kW 
20 k\V 
0.54 

‘l’hc>sc rnodcs wC’t:r(’ realized for 20-s pulses and a dut,) 
factor of 50%. These modes are more stringent, than those 
required for the operation of the cascade in the first ring 
of the UNK, where the required power is 220 kW with a 
duty factor of about 30%. In the collider mode, where con- 
tinuous operation is needed, the required mean RF power 
does not exceed 500 kW per channel. 

The cascade wils tested also in cont8inuous rrlod~~ dllring 
some hours when the output RF power was 250 kW. How- 
ever, this mode cannot be considered acceptable for this 
design of the amplifier. The major limiting factors are the 
heating of the tetrodr screen grid by RF current and thr 
insufficient cooling of the circuit system. 

In addition to t&rode GU-1OlA with metal grids “Svet,- 
lana” corporation also developed t,etrod GU-105A with py- 
rolitic graphite grids, having actually the same size and 
dimensions as the previous one. Presently two companies, 
“Comintern” and “Svetlana” corporations, are studying 
and comparing the two tetrodes with a view to finalize the 
t,ype of the tetrode satisfying the UNK requirements in 
terms of overall technical and economic advant,ages. 

4 CONTROL SYSTEM 

The conbrol syst,erri for t,tir RF chnririf~l is a low-levcbl part 
of the hierarcy of control system for the whole marhinr~. 
The currents, voltages and RF power levels are cent roll(Ld 
in each channel at 150 points. 

‘The system processes and outputs the information on 
the mode of the channel as a whole and its singhh units, 
warns about approaching the boundaries of adinissiblr op 
erat,ing modes, and diagnoses rejections. 
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On operator’s demand itf rel~~srs t,he design data, c.g. 6 PRODUCTION OF EQUIPMENT 
the power of dissipation on the anode and screen grid of 
the tube, galIn: the level of ripples. etc. 

Last year actually all equipment of the RF system, except 
for powerful cascades, WLS manufact,ured and delivered to 
Instit.ute for High Energy Physics. 

The automatic recording of the controlled signals at 
some point,s within fixed time intervals allows tmhe oper- 
ator to scan in retrospect the modes of the units of int.car- 
est,. The forr:casting system of rejections is planned to lw 
introduced ill the future. 

Since the powerful cascades arc complicated and very 
important units in tcrrns of the reliability of tlrr whole 
RF system it was decided to manufacture first, only thrcck 
cascades to test them, upgrade the design and correct the 

5 SYSTEM DESIGN AND LAYOUT 
technical documentation. 

Now this work is over, the corrected documentation was 

A special building for the RF powe supply system is under sent to the manufacturing company. The required 45 cas- 

construction now cades will be manufactured in the first half of 1993. 

The RF channel has a cabinet design which, in addi- 
tion to its aesthetic function, also ensures an additional 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
screening of the RF equipment. 
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